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How to Explain the Measurement of 
Multidimensional Poverty to the General 
Public: Workshop for Journalists in Colombia
Silvia Botello, the author of this briefing, was head of the Poverty Statistics Group of the National 
Administrative Department of Statistics (DANE) during this project.
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TWO WAYS OF MEASURING POVERTY

OPHI BRIEFING 52
2020

In 2011, an important change was made to the 
way in which poverty in Colombia is measured. 
Together with a review of the methodology to 
meas ure monetary poverty, the government in
tro duced a new methodology for measur ing po
v erty – the Multidimensional Poverty Index for 
Co lombia (MPICO). This new scenario, how

ever, created a challenge: how to explain the exis
tence of two poverty figures to the Colombian 
people. This uncertainty resulted in a number of 
re port ing errors of poverty figures by the media.

One way this problem was addressed was to offer 
training to media editors and reporters through 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/worldbank/24348240726/in/album-72157624238226526/
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a multidimensional poverty workshop entitl
ed “The Unknown Dimension”. This work shop 
was designed by the National Administra tive 
De part ment of Statistics (DANE), the entity in 
charge of measuring and disseminating pov erty 
da ta using the two methodologies.

TWO WAYS OF MEASURING POVERTY
At the end of the last decade, Colombia faced 
some thing of a dilemma in terms of pov erty 
statis tics. On the one hand, new information 
from the latest Household Income and Expendi
ture Survey (ENIGH), which could be used for 
up dat ing the poverty lines and con sump tion pat
terns for measuring income poverty, had be come 
available. Furthermore, the Continuous House
hold Survey, which until 2005 was the source 
of infor mation used to calculate income by 
house hold, was replaced by the Great Integrat ed 
House hold Survey. The latter included a wid er 
samp le and a new data collection system bas ed 
on mobile devices. The consequence of these 
chan ges was that the data of both surveys was no 
longer comparable over time. This problem re
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sult ed in the need to convene the Mission for the 
Splic ing of Employment, Poverty and Inequa li ty 
Series (MESEP), made up of a group of natio
nal and international experts, who develop ed a 
methodology for integrating the monetary pov
erty data from the different surveys.

On the other hand, at the same time, the Na tio nal 
Planning Department (DNP in Spa nish) was taking 
steps to develop a measure of multi dimensional 
poverty using the Alkire–Foster method. This 
meth od would eventually under pin Colombia’s 
Multi dimensional Poverty Index (MPICO).

MESEP delivered its recommendations in 2011. 
At the same time, the DNP, following con
sultations with national experts and an assessment 
of available data, concluded its efforts to define 
an MPI for Colombia. This process produced 
an MPICO consisting of five equally weighted 
dimensions and 15 indicators, whose source of 
information would be the National Quality of 
Life Survey.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/alschim/16194137600/in/album-72157650092758389/
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Following this, by an institutional agreement, 
the Working Document 150 of the Consejo Na
cio nal de Políticas Económicas y Sociales of 2012 
(CONPES 150)  designated two poverty meas
ures as the official methodologies: one for mone
tary pov erty, defined by MESEP, and one for 
multi dimensional poverty, measured by the MPI
CO. Furthermore, it delegated to DANE the 
responsibility of measuring and disseminating 
pov erty data using these two methodologies.

Thus, the DANE faced the challenge of effecti
vely communicating the adoption of a new me
tho  dology for measuring monetary pov erty, 
a sta tistic which was recognised by the general 
pub lic, at the same time as announcing the inclu
sion of an additional measure, the MPICO – 
two measurements of poverty but with different 
ap proaches and sources of information.

THE CHALLENGE OF COMMUNICATING 
MULTIDIMENSIONALITY
In order to effectively communicate both pov
erty measurements, DANE design ed a multi
dimensional poverty workshop for jour nalists 
entitled “The Unknown Dimension”. The work
shop was developed by the professio nals involved 

in measuring poverty, together with those res
ponsible for the dissemination of the results and 
educating the public in statisti cal ter mi nology 
within the DANE.

The aim of the workshop was to provide atten
dees with the necessary tools to understand, ap
ply and disseminate the concepts associat ed with 
multi dimensional poverty in Colombia. The 
work shop’s structure had four compo nents: sett
ing, justification, application, and synthesis.

The first of these entailed introducing the work
shop, surveying the participants’ prior knowledge 
on the subject of poverty and the formation of 
working groups. Following this, the justifica
tion for multidimensional poverty measure
ment was explained in a keynote presenta tion 
on the MPICO. Attendees were then invit ed 
to apply this new knowledge by roleplaying 
as inter viewers and respondents.  Partici pants 
were also asked to write a press release that used 
country specific information and conformed to 
spe cific criteria. To assist, the presenter offer ed 
con crete examples (see Figure 1) taken from the 
Colom bian press that illustrated how figures for 
multi dimensional poverty were being incorrect

https://www.flickr.com/photos/worldbank/4700434964/in/album-72157624238226526/
https://colaboracion.dnp.gov.co/CDT/Conpes/Social/150.pdf
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•  Gini measures income 
inequality. It is not related to 
the multidimensional poverty 
measurement.

“The multidimensional poverty index 
went down from 29.4% to 27% in the 
same period, which is why the head of 
state highlighted the housing and health 
policies that have permitted a two-point 
inequality reduction, according to the 
Gini coefficient.”

Example 1:

Figure 1.  Real Examples of Mistakes in Reporting Poverty Data in the Colombian Press
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/elisfanclub/6828218895/in/album-72157629166692753/
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“Poverty decreased by three percentage 
points and indigence by 1.7% in the last 
year, according to the new MPI which 
measures 15 indicators using the Quality 
of Life Survey.”

“This slight decrease brought about an 
improvement in equity. The Gini coeffi-
cient, which calculates the level of ine-
quality in income, went down 1.2 percent-
age points.”

“This is the positive side of the report sub-
mitted by DANE, the analysis of which, 
however, is still discouraging.”

Example 2:

Multidimensional poverty only 
shows the total number of 
people in poverty, not extreme 
poverty (indigence). There is 
confusion between monetary 
and multidimensional poverty.
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Unsatisfied basic needs

Monetary poverty

Human Development 
Index

National Planning 
Department (PND)

Regulations for official 
poverty measurements

Alkire-Foster 
methodology (2007)

The input for 
calculating the MPI 

is the Quality of Life 
Survey (ENCV)

The home is the unit 
of analysis

Annual measurement

Policy follow-up 
instrument

Nested uniform rate

EDUCATION CHILDHOOD 
AND YOUTH HEALTH EMPLOYMENT HOUSING

MULTIDIMENSIONAL
POVERTY

Figure 2.  General Aspects of the Measurement Exercise in Colombia

ly report ed prior to the workshop and informa
tion campaign. The workshop concluded with 
a sum mary that outlined the general aspects of 
the measure ment exercise and a visual synthesis 
of the origins, structure, and characteristics of 
multi dimensional poverty measurement in Co
lom bia (see Figure 2). 

This workshop was implemented by DANE in 
other countries – El Salvador, Costa Rica and 
Panama – prior to the official launch of their 
multi  dimensional poverty measurements, and 
at the invitation of their respective govern ments. 
In all of these cases, journalists, opinion leaders 
and senior government officials took part in the 

course, as it is a source of information for any 
per  son not acquainted with the technical de tails 
of the various ways of measuring poverty. These 
ac tivi ties reflect the Colombian government’s 
com mitment to international cooperation and 
pov erty reduction, and are also part of the Co lom
bian government’s efforts to sup port the Multi
dimensional Poverty Peer Network (MPPN).
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CONCLUSION
Publishing two figures for poverty is a communi
cation challenge for any government. Not only is it 
necessary to explain the reasons why both measure
ments are necessary but also why the respective 
fi gu res may differ or appear to conflict.  These 
expla nations must be free of jargon and translate 
high ly techni cal aspects of poverty measurement 
into a lan guage that can be understood by the 
gene ral pub lic. The workshops designed by DANE 
have prov en suc cessful, in meeting these challen
ges both within Colombia and elsewhere, helping 
to im prove communication of these subjects in the 
me dia and to reduce inaccurate reporting about 
multi dimensional poverty measurement.

Original text in Spanish. 
Translated to English by Alicia Holliday.
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/ex_magician/7066462337/in/photolist-bLrt4x-omvctf-f3s4sH-csLZbS-csLUJ3-GhFuWb-csLWyo-f3rmJe-EMqYAv-csLQNE-5EryVJ-AcNsvr-5Erz39-AcNrV8-2fDwiAz-A9xgao-AaEB8f-zUfsd5-AbQsM4-bVgWPL-bxNGcW-bLHoEV-bxNG2w-dCmwbb-24sq1qP-aisXoW-csLUmS-f3FxUJ-24sqqMK-csLXGJ-aisXLf-4Sth2S-pvaRie-GiLpH9-5EnhK4-aisY4A-5ErzjQ-WEe5uF-WEe6FP-4GyCf7-WEe24H-EN6Hme-21noaib-csLTYQ-234bmKz-aiqbba-6mwVmc-4GyFm3-aisYzQ-aiqbgv
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